The website of RT America, a 24/7 TV news channel and Russian government disinformation and propaganda effort. RT was previously known as Russia Today.

Ownership and Financing
RT is owned by Moscow-based ANO TV-Novosti, described on RT.com's About Us page as an “autonomous, non-profit organization that is publicly financed from the budget of the Russian Federation.”

T&R Productions LLC, a Washington-based corporation, is RT's U.S. production unit. Mikhail Solodovnikov, RT's U.S. news director, is the corporation's sole member and general manager. RT also publishes sponsored content.

Content
RT uses the tagline “Question More,” which is consistent with the policies of the Russian government under President Vladimir Putin to raise doubts about other countries and their institutions. The website also states, “We are set to show you how any story can be another story altogether.” Coverage on RT.com focuses on U.S., U.K., and Russian politics, sports, and business news.

The network broadcasts seven channels — RT (the flagship, English-language channel aired from Moscow), RT Arabic, RT en Español, RT America, RT UK, RT Documentary, and RT en Français. Users can watch most of these broadcasts live on RT.com, although RT Deutsch can only be viewed online. RT publishes content in six languages.

RT produces special projects such as FakeCheck, an interactive tool that is designed to teach users to “separate fact from fake” and #1917LIVE, a month-by-month overview of the Russian Revolution.

Credibility
RT.com’s About Us section states that the website “covers stories overlooked by the mainstream media, provides alternative perspectives on current affairs, and acquaints international audiences with a Russian viewpoint on major global events.”

However, RT.com’s news coverage regularly advances false claims and propaganda promoted by the Kremlin, and omits or refutes facts and positions that do not align with the Russian government, which owns and funds RT.
While RT.com accurately quotes Russian officials in its reports, NewsGuard has determined that RT.com, as a government-owned outlet publishing the government’s false claims, has repeatedly published false content and advanced conspiracy theories that support the Kremlin’s interests.

In multiple articles in 2018, RT.com advanced the Kremlin’s claim that the Russia-backed Syrian government did not use chemical weapons in April 2018 against its own citizens. Those claims have been contradicted for years by first-person accounts, photos, and videos documenting the victims, and reports from the United Nations and France.

The RT stories advanced Russian government officials’ assertions that activists’ accounts of the chemical attacks were invented to provide a reason for the U.S. and foreign governments to attack Syria. An April 2018 article stated, “Russia insists the incident was staged and said it reserves the right to counter any attack on Syria.” A September 2018 article declared, “Moscow has repeatedly warned that a false flag chemical weapon attack was being prepared in Idlib [Syria], giving the US and its allies justification to attack Syrian government forces.”

A U.N. commission report shared with The New York Times in 2018 also detailed Syria’s responsibility for the attacks. And in 2018, France released a declassified report stating that it had assessed “with a high degree of confidence” that the April 2018 chemical attacks were carried out by the Syrian regime based on “testimonies, photos and videos that spontaneously appeared on specialized websites, in the press and on social media in the hours and days following the attack.”

In a May 2019 email response to NewsGuard’s questions about how RT characterized the Syrian chemical attacks, Anna Belkina, RT Deputy Editor-in-Chief/Head of Communications, Marketing, and Strategic Development, wrote, “Given the major role Russia plays in many of the world’s most significant geopolitical events, such as the conflict in Syria, to not include the official Russian perspective would not only be irresponsible, but would also make it impossible to provide a complete picture of the situation for our audience and the public at large.”

Between May 2018 and April 2019, RT published multiple articles and videos falsely claiming that the 5G cellular telephone network can cause cancer. Other articles claimed that exposure to “radiations” from the towers could cause learning disabilities, and nosebleeds in children who attend school near them. In a March 2019 video segment, an RT correspondent said about cell phone radio wave signals, “The higher the frequency, the more dangerous it is to living

Multiple studies have not conclusively proven that cell phone exposure causes cancer in people, and none has focused on the emerging 5G technology. RT.com has occasionally referenced those studies, while saying in a February 2019 article that “many within the scientific community remain skeptical that the benefits of 5G technology outweigh the potential harm to humans.”

Several RT.com articles referred to a 2018 National Toxicology Program study that described the effects of high levels of radio frequencies on mice and rats. However, that study found “little indication” that the cell phone frequencies caused tumors in the rodents, after exposing rodents’ bodies to levels up to four times higher than the legal limit of cell phone exposure. RT.com also frequently cited a 2011 report by the World Health Organization International Agency for Research on Cancer, which classified cell phones as a “Class 2B carcinogen”. RT.com did not mention that the agency also classified pickles and aloe vera as a “2B” cancer risk.

“Unlike many other media, we show the breadth of debate” on the 5G issue, Belkina told The New York Times, which reported on RT’s 5G stories in May 2019.

“Russia doesn’t have a 5G play, so it tries to undermine and discredit ours,” Ryan Fox, chief operating officer of a U.S. technology firm that tracks disinformation, told the Times in explaining the RT stories.

Between March and April 2019, RT published more than a dozen articles about the release of U.S. special counsel Robert Mueller’s report, following a two-year investigation into Russian meddling in the 2016 U.S. presidential election. Coverage reflected the views expressed by Russian officials, including Putin, that Russia never attempted to influence the election in Trump’s favor by spreading disinformation.

RT.com stories include “ICYMI: Mueller’s collusion delusion: US media is furious their president isn’t a Russian spy” in March 2019; “One of the greatest hoaxes in US history’: Russiagate narrative’s peddlers to be held accountable?” in March 2019; and, in April 2019, a story titled “Mueller report takes ‘Russian meddling’ for granted, offers no actual evidence,” which states, that it “remains unproven” that “Russia somehow meddled in the 2016 election.”
Thirteen Russian nationals and three entities, including the Internet Research Agency, were indicted on charges that they hacked into Democratic computers and spread disinformation on social media to influence the election. The indictments said that the nationals were in communication with members of Trump’s campaign, although the Mueller report said that “the investigation did not establish that the campaign coordinated or conspired with the Russian government in its election-interference activities.”

Multiple RT videos and articles have advanced claims that Russia’s military agents were not responsible for the March 2018 poisoning of former Russian spy Sergei Skripal in Britain, claiming that it was part of a “false flag” orchestrated by the U.K. In January 2019, RT published an article titled, “Russian foreign intelligence chief accuses Britain of ‘destroying evidence’ in Skripal case,” which repeated the Russian official’s assertions that British authorities were provoking Russia by covering up “traces of the crime,” and hiding Skripal and his daughter from Russian authorities.

In September 2018, the U.K. charged two men suspected of being Russian military agents with attempted murder in Skripal’s poisoning. British Prime Minister Theresa May said in a statement that “the two individuals named by the police and CPS [Crown Prosecution Service] are officers from the Russian military intelligence service.”

In response to NewsGuard’s inquiries about RT’s coverage of the poisoning, Belkina said, “… In line with our overall editorial line, we have brought to light different sides of the story by sharing the opinions of a wide variety of commentators. This includes frequently referring to the opinions of the British government, the Russian government, international experts and other parties across its coverage.”

RT’s Skripal coverage fits into the broadcaster’s mission of sowing “political dysfunction” in countries of special interest to the Russian government, according to a 2019 study published by the Policy Institute at King’s College London. RT, as well as the Russian state-owned news agency Sputnik, accomplished this through many “separate – and often contradictory – narratives,” the study said, including by airing the theory that Skripal was never poisoned and the incident was a hoax, and that the U.K. government staged the attack to frame Russia.

The study also found that RT.com repeatedly referred to “political dysfunction” in its coverage of several European countries, including France, Germany, Italy, Sweden, and the Ukraine, in addition to the U.S.
In late 2018, U.K. media regulator Ofcom said RT had violated its impartiality rules, in part, for biased coverage of the Skripal poisoning. Belkina told NewsGuard that RT "firmly" believes that none of its programs breached Ofcom's standards, adding: "we are in fact currently taking the only recourse we have to challenge the assertion made by Ofcom by seeking Judicial Review of the matter in the UK courts. Ofcom has publicly acknowledged that, in spite of its December decision, our compliance record has not been materially out of line with other broadcasters'."

In July 2019, Ofcom sanctioned RT and fined the organization 200,000 pounds, citing RT's "serious and repeated failures" to report impartially on stories such as the Skripal poisoning and Syrian conflict.

In response to the sanction, an unnamed RT spokesperson told the British newspaper Press Gazette, “It is very wrong for Ofcom to have issued a sanction against RT on the basis of its breach findings that are currently under Judicial Review by the High Court in London.” RT did not respond to one NewsGuard email seeking further comment about Ofcom’s determination.

The U.S. Department of Justice required RT America to register as an agent of the Russian government after the release of the 2017 intelligence report, forcing RT to disclose its government funding. In a September 2018 email, RT spokesperson Blair Dunbar said of the requirement, “We believe that the registration demand for RT America — staffed by American journalists covering American news for American audiences — contradicts the ideals of both democracy and freedom of speech. It deprives us of fair competition with other international channels, which are not registered as foreign agents.”

Because RT.com has published false information and distorted coverage to support the views of the Russian government that owns it, and, through its reporting, serves a mission of sowing dysfunction in other countries, NewsGuard has determined that the website does not gather and present information responsibly, publishes deceptive headlines, and does not handle the difference between news and opinion responsibly.

RT regularly updates articles and publishes corrections when an error has been made, typically as an editor’s note at the bottom of the story. “RT is committed to facts-based reporting,” Dunbar told NewsGuard. “If a good-faith error occurs, we always correct it and let our audience know.”

Transparency

RT discloses on the About page of its website that it is “publicly financed from the budget of the Russian Federation.” The site
also describes its relationship to ANO TV-Novosti.

Most news articles on RT.com are not attributed to authors. Op-Ed columns do have bylines.

Asked about the lack of author attribution on articles, Dunbar told NewsGuard, “Many news stories are a collaborative effort, rather than the work of a single person — which is why this is a common practice within the international news space.”

RT.com provides biographies of the network’s on-air reporters, some of whom include links to their social media profiles. Biographies for RT’s editorial leadership are listed on a Management page. General email addresses for many RT departments are listed on the site’s Contact page. Russian phone numbers are also listed for some departments.

**History**

RT grew out of a decision in 2005 by the Russian government to extend its public opinion activities outside the country. Funded by the government, the broadcast channel launched as Russia Today in 2005. In 2009, it changed its name to RT (obscuring its status as an entity funded by the Russian government), later began paying U.S. cable companies to carry its channel, and launched a newsroom in Washington the following year.

The network focused on the internet as social media began to grow in popularity. In 2013, RT became the first news organization to gain more than 1 billion views on YouTube. In 2017, The Wall Street Journal reported that the English-language version of RT was close to CNN in having among the most views and subscribers for news channels on YouTube, with 2.1 billion views and 2.2 million subscribers.

There have been several incidents of RT correspondents resigning due to the requirements of propaganda. In 2014, Washington anchor Liz Wahl resigned when the network refused to air a reference she made to Russia’s intervention in Ukraine, Wahl explained in an article entitled, “I was Putin’s Pawn” published by Politico magazine. “I’d been a correspondent for RT — the English-language international cable network funded by the Russian government — for about two and a half years. I’d looked the other way as the network smeared America for the sake of making the Kremlin look better by comparison, while it sugarcoated atrocities by one brutal dictator after another.”

A London-based correspondent, Sara Firth, resigned in 2014 in protest of RT’s coverage of the shooting down of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 in Ukraine. RT.com stories backed the
government's contention that Russia or its allies were not involved in the plane crash.

Following concerns about Russian interference in the U.S. election, Twitter reported that RT had paid to promote its tweets and stopped taking their ads. In addition, YouTube removed RT from among the premium channels for which advertisers must pay higher prices. RT had been among the preferred advertising outlets on YouTube, a status for the top 5 percent of channels most popular among young viewers.

"Even though RT was removed from the program without any notice, Google has publically stated that it found no evidence that RT manipulated YouTube or violated its policies during the 2016 U.S. election campaign," Dunbar told NewsGuard. “This speaks to the unprecedented political pressure increasingly applied to all RT partners and relationships in a concerted effort to push our channel out of the U.S. market entirely, and by any means possible.”

Corrections: An earlier version of this label erroneously reported that RT Deutsch was among RT's broadcast channels. RT Deutsch only publishes online content. An earlier version of the label also misidentified the name of Malaysia Airlines, and misstated the date that RT launched its Washington newsroom. An earlier version of the label also erroneously reported that RT was close to CNN in having the most views and subscribers on YouTube. In fact, while RT was close to CNN in popularity, the two networks were among the most popular channels on YouTube among news organizations, not all brands.

An earlier version of this label also erroneously attributed a quote that referred to a “false flag attack in Syria” to articles about the Skripal poisoning. The Skripal articles did not refer to Syria.

Editor’s Note: This Nutrition Label was updated in 2019 with additional examples of content on RT.com and new comments from RT Deputy Editor-in-Chief/Head of Communications, Marketing and Strategic Development Anna Belkina.
Ownership and Financing

https://www.rt.com/about-us/
https://corporline.dcra.dc.gov/BizEntity.aspx/ViewEntityData?entityId=4139366
https://www.fara.gov/docs/6485-Registration-Statement-20171110-1.pdf

Content

https://www.rt.com/about-us/
https://1917.rt.com/#!/en
https://www.rt.com/projects/
https://www.rt.com/on-air/
https://arabic.rt.com/
https://actualidad.rt.com/
https://russian.rt.com/
https://deutsch.rt.com/
https://francais.rt.com/

Credibility

https://www.theguardian.com/media/2014/jul/18/mh17-russia-today-reporter-resigns-sara-firth-kremlin-malaysia
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JQ7lYRnF1F8
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-10-03/google-pulls-russia-s-r-network-from-premium-youtube-ad-program
https://www.rt.com/sport/431349-maradona-fifa-ban-argentina-world-cup/
Syria: UN-backed watchdog says chemical weapon 'likely used' in February attack [https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/05/1009862]


Filming of staged chemical attack in Idlib, Syria begins – Russian MoD [http://archive.fo/n3ty2]

Russia submitted proof of false-flag chemical-weapons plot to OPCW & UN – Lavrov [http://archive.fo/9Tqhj]

‘Foreign specialists’ may stage chemical attack in Syria in 2 days to frame Assad – Russian MoD [http://archive.fo/IUHMU]

RT visits hospital seen in Douma ‘chemical attack’ video, talks to boy from footage (VIDEO) [https://www.rt.com/news/424694-douma-boy-video-attack/]

Terrorist capabilities laid bare in an Eastern Ghouta chemical lab [http://archive.fo/AQniC]


Anatomy of a Russian Chemical Weapons Lie [http://archive.fo/Oi5v3#selection-545.0-545.41]

Confused by How YouTube Assigns Dates, Russians Cite False Claim on Syria Videos [http://archive.fo/o6oHz]

Russia’s Foreign Minister Cites Questions Raised by Nun in Syria on Chemical Attacks [http://archive.fo/azppj]

Syria chemical attack: Key UN findings [http://archive.fo/03onA]

24-hour Putin people: my week watching Kremlin ‘propaganda channel’

Russia’s RT Network: Is It More BBC or K.G.B.?
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/08/world/europe/russias-rt-network-is-it-more-bbc-or-kgb.html

Is Russia Today a legitimate fact-checker? We did the math.

Here's The Ridiculous Way Russia's Propaganda Channel Is Covering The Downed Malaysia Airliner

Four things you need to know about Russian media manipulation strategies https://theconversation.com/four-things-you-need-to-know-about-russian-media-manipulation-strategies-94307

RT Distorts Disinformation Detective's Guide to Russian Trolls
http://archive.fo/euz6m

RT: U.S. Special Envoy Says Russia Seeks to 'Freeze' Conflict in Eastern Ukraine http://archive.fo/5jVPt


If Russia Today is Moscow's propaganda arm, it's not very good at its job

#TrollTracker: How To Spot Russian Trolls
http://archive.fo/dS7XE

EXCLUSIVE: The Violent Reality of 'Western Propaganda Construct' White Helmets
https://sputniknews.com/analysis/201803121062324498-white-helmets-vanessa-beeley/

After a week of Russian propaganda, I was questioning everything http://archive.fo/k4qKJ#selection-1385.0-1385.64

UK regulator says Russian broadcaster RT broke its rules http://archive.fo/tF1aE

Russia tests BBC after Ofcom says RT violated rules https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ma1d2YK7hQw

Russian news channel RT broke TV impartiality rules, Ofcom says http://archive.fo/bPkVt

RT (Russia Today) fined £200,000 by Ofcom for 'serious failures' to report impartially on Salisbury and Syria
https://www.pressgazette.co.uk/rt-russia-today-fined-200000-
by-ofcom-for-serious-failures-to-report-with-due-impartiality-
syria-salisbury-novichok-poisoning/
“60 Minutes”: RT & Russian meddling
https://www.cbsnews.com/video/60-minutes-confronts-russias-
state-run-media-rt-on-election-meddling/
Background to “Assessing Russian Activities and Intentions in
Recent US Elections”: The Analytic Process and Cyber Incident
Attribution
A Kremlin-funded channel debuts on French TV. Will anyone
watch? http://archive.fo/C9ZvI
‘Fantasy gone wild’ – Moscow sighs as Bellingcat claims FSB
tried to influence UK visa process http://archive.fo/pRaKU#selection-435.1-435.95
Skripal coverage
Kings College London report https://www.kcl.ac.uk/policy-
institute/assets/weaponising-news.pdf
Skripal did not believe Kremlin poisoned him, supported Russia
on Crimea – book http://archive.fo/ZEtuV#selection-517.1-
517.80
‘Operation Iris’ & more: New documents tie Integrity Initiative to
spin of Skripal affair http://archive.fo/cRKtd#selection-435.1-
435.90
UK accusation of Russians in Skripal case ‘cocktail of lies’
timed with Idlib false flag op –
Moscow http://archive.fo/uyOci#selection-443.1-443.101
UK media watchdog says Russian broadcaster RT broke
impartiality rules https://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-russia-
ofcom/uk-media-watchdog-says-russian-broadcaster-rt-broke-
impartiality-rules-idUKKCN1OJ121
Full report: Skripal Poisoning Suspect Dr. Alexander Mishkin,
Hero of Russia https://www.bellingcat.com/news/uk-and-
europe/2018/10/09/full-report-skripal-poisoning-suspect-dr-
alexander-mishkin-hero-russia/
https://www.rt.com/russia/448588-aircraft-military-engagement-
rules/http://archive.fo/lDRaX
https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/1070577/Russia-news-
passenger-planes-Kremlin
Russia’s RT: The Network Implicated in U.S. Election Meddling
https://www.psc.isr.umich.edu/dis/infoserv/journal/detail/1439
Russian propaganda evades YouTube’s flagging system with
BuzzFeed-style knockoffs http://archive.fo/wsMPK
Growing popularity of Kremlin network RT signals the age of
information war http://archive.fo/lilZg
https://www.rt.com/uk/410365-porn-sex-school-teenagers/
https://www.jahonline.org/article/S1054-139X(17)30330-
0/fulltext
New York Times journalist Malachy Browne walks through the steps he took to verify videos of chemical attacks in Syria in April. What is Russia's GRU military intelligence agency?

U.S. Says Syria Has Used Chemical Weapons at Least 50 Times During War

Most Chemical Attacks in Syria Get Little Attention. Here Are 34 Confirmed Cases.

Nerve gas used in Syria attack, leaving victims ‘foaming at the mouth,’ evidence suggests

Syria war: What we know about Douma ‘chemical attack’

SAMS, Syria Civil Defense Condemn Chemical Attack On Douma

French report lays out the evidence: Assad forces conducted chemical attack on civilians

French declassified intelligence report on Syria gas attacks

Timeline of Syrian Chemical Weapons Activity, 2012-2018

U.K. Charges 2 Men in Novichok Poisoning, Saying They’re Russian Agents

Russian foreign intelligence chief accuses Britain of ‘destroying evidence’ in Skripal case

Russian security chief calls BBC ‘fake news factory that Britons themselves take with a smile’

When we talk about Russian meddling, what do we actually mean?

All of Robert Mueller’s indictments and plea deals in the Russia investigation so far

Russia used social media for widespread meddling in U.S. politics: reports

The IRA, Social Media and Political Polarization in the United States, 2012-2018


http://archive.fo/PJxww
New report on Russian disinformation, prepared for the Senate, shows the operation’s scale and sweep

https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2018/12/16/new-report-russian-disinformation-prepared-senate-shows-operations-scale-sweep/?utm_term=.e5b5c125dd5e

Former Russian Spy Poisoned by Nerve Agent, British Police Say

http://archive.fo/GAbho

RT agrees to register as an agent of the Russian government


DOJ told RT to register as foreign agent partly because of alleged 2016 election interference


U.S. Department of Justice letter to RT

https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000160-79a9-d762-a374-7dfbebe30001

Russia’s RT America registers as ‘foreign agent’ in U.S.


RT USA homepage October 8, 2016


Julian Assange special: Do Wikileaks have the email that will put Hillary Clinton in prison? (E376)

http://archive.fo/w9VPT#selection-455.1-455.100

Assange: Clinton & ISIS funded by same money, Trump won’t be allowed to win (JOHN PILGER EXCLUSIVE)

http://archive.fo/vjIDV#selection-469.1-469.100

How 100% of Clintons’ 2015 charity went to themselves

http://archive.fo/Wck8g

Assange: Clinton & ISIS funded by same money, Trump won’t be allowed to win (JOHN PILGER EXCLUSIVE)

http://archive.fo/vjIDV

‘US needs to investigate Obama efforts to install Hillary Clinton in White House’ http://archive.fo/Jo5QP

‘Media against Trump - trump card in his hands’

http://archive.fo/QoZRk

The soft coup – US Establishment goes to war with President Trump http://archive.fo/2kTMb#selection-435.1-435.66

‘DOJ/FBI/Huma Special’: WikiLeaks releases 1000+ more Podesta emails http://archive.fo/rQiBX

‘Deep State moves to Facebook adverts to keep Russian blame game alive’ http://archive.fo/3SD8U#selection-437.1-437.72

WikiLeaks releases 26th batch of #PodestaEmails from Clinton campaign chair http://archive.fo/NwEea#selection-477.1-477.76
Revealed: How Twitter pushed RT to spend big on 2016 US election [link]

Best of the worst: Here are the most shocking WikiLeaks Podesta emails so far [link]

The U.S. Media's Murky Coverage of Putin and Trump [link]

#PodestaEmails34: WikiLeaks releases second batch on eve of election [link]

Calling Trump Moscow's favorite is nonsense created by media – Putin [link]

The Great Debate [link]

Clinton foundation admits receiving $1mn donation from Qatar that it previously hid [link]

Process has begun: FBI scouring 650k emails on Clinton aide husband's laptop in reopened case [link]

Assange: Clinton & ISIS funded by same money, Trump won't be allowed to win (JOHN PILGER EXCLUSIVE) [link]

Julian Assange special: Do Wikileaks have the email that will put Hillary Clinton in prison? (E376) [link]

The soft coup – US Establishment goes to war with President Trump [link]
RT wins 9 awards, incl 2 golds, at prestigious New York Festivals
PizzaGate coverage
https://www.rt.com/usa/393662-pizzagate-sentence-welch-four-years/
Seth Rich coverage
https://www.rt.com/usa/436588-assange-wikileaks-seth-rich/
Obama, birther coverage
Hawaii senator alleges Obama hiding true father
http://archive.fo/KGBMP(April 2011)
Obama’s birthplace mystery raises doubts
http://archive.fo/uretI(July 2009)
Nearly 1/3 of Americans think Obama is Muslim – poll
http://archive.fo/7sULm
America divided over Obama birthplace
Activist calls Obama a fraudster
Malaysia Airlines Flight MH17 coverage
5G coverage
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H_f9gpg4t6cYouTube (Jan 14, 2019)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1nazciFzYUYouTube (Apr 14, 2019)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmLwuM0_MJgYouTube (May 31, 2018)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qrRmYI7OlRIYouTube (Feb 7, 2019)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jpXEyP0WMrkYouTube (Mar 14, 2019)
Stories that 5G not dangerous
Is 5G A CIA Plot?
https://www.forbes.com/sites/simonrockman1/2018/09/18/is-5g-a-cia-plot/#2d9bd9b41207
Experimental ‘isotope & liquid-propellant’ engine blast kills 5 Russian nuclear experts – Rosatom

‘Accidents happen, unfortunately’: Kremlin comments on fatal test of ‘Skyfall’ missile

2 dead after explosion during 'liquid-fueled engine' test at military site in Russia

No, this Russian family is not looking at a nuclear explosion near their city, dear MSM viewers

Transparency

History
https://www.adweek.com/lostremote/rt-becomes-first-tv-news-brand-to-hit-1-billion-views-on-youtube/38845